
Brand Standards



everytime we communicate, 
we define ourselves.
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INTRODUCTION

Phi Kappa Tau has a long-standing and well-earned reputation for providing men an opportunity to enjoy all the benefits that come 
from a lifelong commitment to brotherhood through fellowship, service, and principled ethical leadership. This resource is intended 
to assist members, volunteers, designers and licensed vendors to help manage and implement Phi Kappa Tau’s brand identity. 

Essential to reinforcing and enhancing that reputation is consistent, visually appealing communications. These guidelines are designed 
to help effectively represent Phi Kappa Tau and properly promote the organization. 

This manual outlines the primary visual elements of Phi Kappa Tau’s brand identity and provides basic instructions for the successful 
execution of the identity across multiple platforms. 

Much like the organization, Phi Kappa Tau’s brand has evolved over time. This version is a further refinement of the previous brand 
standards. These guidelines are regularly reviewed and evaluated to determine if modifications are needed. Refer to this guide for 
all visual and brand elements to ensure the message and graphical elements are accurately and consistently expressed. Please check 
the Fraternity website to review the most up-to-date version of these standards. 

Please note that all other visual elements or tag lines not appearing in this manual have been retired and should not be used under 
any circumstances. 

If you have any questions beyond what is covered in this document, please contact the Communications Department.

2017 Edition
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PURPOSE STATEMENTS

Vision
The vision of Phi Kappa Tau is to be recognized as a leadership organization that binds men together and challenges them to 
improve their campuses and the world.

Mission
The mission of Phi Kappa Tau is to champion a lifelong commitment to brotherhood, learning, ethical leadership and exemplary 
character. 

Creed
Phi Kappa Tau, by admitting me to membership, has conferred upon me a mark of distinction in which I take just pride. I believe in 
the spirit of brotherhood for which it stands. I shall strive to attain its ideals, and by so doing to bring to it honor and credit. I shall be 
loyal to my college and my chapter and shall keep strong my ties to them that I may ever retain the spirit of youth. I shall be a good 
and loyal citizen. I shall try always to discharge the obligation to others which arises from the fact that I am a fraternity man.

Roland Maxwell, Southern California ’22 
November 19, 1950
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BRAND POSITION

The following statement is Phi Kappa Tau’s brand position statement. It is the result of lengthy research, encapsulating the Fraternity 
experience. This statement represents the essence of Phi Kappa Tau.

In this ever-changing world, there is one constant–the desire for true leaders, who rise above and take on challenges 
to build a better tomorrow. 

Since our founding; we have sought and continue to find those who show compassion, help those in need and 
engage with others of a similar mindset. Fellowship, service, and principled ethical leadership are the values 
we impart to develop undergraduates into men of achievement. What sets us apart is our distinctive brand of 
leadership that is needed in the world today.

This can only be achieved by continually demonstrating and educating our undergraduate brothers on these values. 
Our graduate brothers engage in this effort by giving their time, resources and talent; and the result is building better 
leaders to make the world a better place. 

This lifelong experience develops men of character into men of distinction; and the benefit is transforming 
undergraduate men into leaders who effect positive change in the world.

Please note, this serves as an internal reference to guide marketing communications and should not appear on outward facing 
materials. 

The above statement is informed by the following tonal words that reflect the personality of the organization:
Learn 
Lead
Serve
Inspire 
Dream

Dare
Fellowship 
Achievement
Compassion
Virtuousness
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Brand
A “brand” is an intangible collection of perceptions that exist in people’s minds. A brand is more than a logo, a color scheme, a 
mission and vision statement or a typeface. A brand is not a rule book, advertising campaign or a simplified listing of attributes. A 
brand is every connection and experience, active and intentional. It is how people think and feel. For us, it is how people think and 
feel about a Fraternity. It is the awareness and relevance of Phi Kappa Tau in the minds of students, alumni, partner institution staff 
and the general public. A brand is not only built through effective communications or appealing graphic identities but through the 
total experience that it offers. This graphic identity system is simply a reflection of our brand.

Standard
Consistency is key to successfully conveying the Phi Kappa Tau brand to the rest of the world. A strong and consistent graphic 
identity system helps shape the way constituents view our Fraternity, both now and in the future. An effective graphic identity 
system begins with this manual. This manual will help differentiate the Phi Kappa Tau brand from other organizations, student 
groups and campus clubs by helping us clearly define Phi Kappa Tau visually and maintain the consistency necessary for effective 
communication to the public.

Tone
The tone and content of any communication should be approached with careful thought and preparation. Be mindful of Phi Kappa 
Tau’s heritage and reputation, and reference the purpose statements and brand position statement to help guide the development 
of copy in your communications.
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LOGOTYPE

The logotype, shown left, is the primary visual element for Phi Kappa Tau’s 
brand identity and will appear on official communications. 

The entire logotype can be depicted in any of the approved color swatches 
or as a positive stamp. The elements cannot be modified e.g. “Phi Kappa Tau” 
may not be replaced by a chapter or institution name. The most effective 
way to represent Phi Kappa Tau consistently is by the use of approved 
electronic files that are press ready and easily obtained through Phi Kappa 
Tau’s website.

The logotype may not be used with the Coat of Arms or recolored with an 
unapproved color swatch. The height of the logotype should not be less than 
one inch wide (72 pixels digitally), shown bottom, in any application.
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ADDITIONAL CORPORATE LOGOTYPES

Phi Kappa Tau’s additional corporate entities utilize visual elements that are 
derived from the primary visual element. Each is built with the entity name in 
capital letters using the serif font. 

These logotypes should not be used with the Coat of Arms or recolored 
with an unapproved color swatch. The height of the logotype should not be 
less than one inch wide (72 pixels digitally) in any application.
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CHAPTER LOGOTYPES

Alpha Chapter at Miami

Alpha Chapter at Miami

Individuals wishing to use an official chapter specific logotype may do 
so. This specific modified logotype must display the chapter name and 
institution name below the national logotype. 

The logotype may not be used with the Coat of Arms or recolored 
with an unapproved color swatch.  The height of the logotype should 
not be less than one inch wide (72 pixels digitally), shown bottom, in any 
application.

Alpha Chapter at Miami

Alpha Chapter at Miami
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COAT OF ARMS

Updated in 2012, the Coat of Arms represents the symbolic expression of the organization. The Coat of Arms can be shown in a 
four-color process or one-color (black). To reproduce the Coat of Arms on a dark background, a reverse one-color white version 
can be used. The Coat of Arms should never be modified (e.g. using only the chevron).

The Coat of Arms may not be used with the logotype or recolored. The height of the Coat of Arms should not be less than one 
inch (72 pixels digitally), shown right, in any application.
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WORDMARK

The wordmark, shown left, is a visual element for Phi Kappa 
Tau’s brand identity. The entire wordmark can be depicted in 
any of the approved color swatches or as a positive stamp. The 
most effective way to represent Phi Kappa Tau consistently is 
by the use of approved electronic files that are press ready 
and easily obtained through Phi Kappa Tau’s website.

The wordmark may not be used with the Coat of Arms, 
logotype or recolored with an unapproved color swatch. The 
height of the wordmark should not be less than two inchs 
wide (144 pixels digitally) in any application.
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GREEK WORDMARK

To facilitate the best brand recognition, one should always use 
the graphic identities with Phi Kappa Tau spelled out. Especially on 
printed and digital materials geared towards recruitment, the campus 
community and all other non-greek affiliated organizations and 
companies. However, the Greek letters may be used on intramural 
athletic gear and apparel items specific to the Greek lettered 
organizations. 

The most effective way to represent Phi Kappa Tau consistently is by 
the use of approved electronic files that are press ready and easily 
obtained through Phi Kappa Tau’s website.

The Greek wordmark should not be used with the Coat of Arms, 
Logotype or wordmark. The height of the logotype should not be 
less than two inches wide (144 pixels digitally), shown bottom, in any 
application.
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CLEAR SPACE

Whenever you use the official Phi Kappa Tau logotype, Coat of Arms or 
wordmarks, it should be surrounded by clear space or “white space” to 
ensure its visibility and impact. No graphic elements of any kind should 
invade this zone. 

Logotype clear space is developed from the height of the “K” from 
“Kappa.” The size of the clear space for the Coat of Arms should 
be developed from the size of the top star. Wordmark clear space 
is developed from half the height of the “K” from “Kappa.” Greek 
wordmark clear space is developed from a quarter the height of the “K” 
from “Kappa.” 
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COMMON MISTAKES

It is extremely important that the Phi Kappa Tau brand identity is consistently displayed accurately. This includes always using the correct typefaces, 
colors and the correct relative positioning and size of all graphical elements.

The examples on this page illustrate unacceptable displays.

1. Do not distort any portion of the identity.
2. Do not crop any portion of the identity.
3. Do not tilt or rotate the identity.
4. Do not change the color of the identity to an unapproved color
5. Do not change a portion of the color of the identity. 
6. Do not fill the logotype with images or patterns.
7. Do not replace “Phi Kappa Tau” with an institution’s name.
8. Do not replace “Phi Kappa Tau” with a chapter name. Listing a chapter designation does not help to advance Phi Kappa Tau’s unified brand.

1 2

65

3 4

87
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LOGOTYPE AND WORDMARKS ON IMAGES

Sometimes placing the logotype on top of an image or pattern is desired for design aesthetic. Logotype placement should 
aim to avoid busy areas in the image or placed atop a 45% opacity background in Pantone Cool Grey 1c. 

Whenever the logotype or wordmark is used with an image, Phi Kappa Tau policies must be followed. The image must also 
present Phi Kappa Tau in a positive light and not impede any other organization’s brand or trademarks.
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MEN OF CHARACTER PROGRAM IDENTITIES

Each year, Phi Kappa Tau sponsors Men Of Character programs to develop men of distinction. The identities shown are available for 
use upon request by any relevant constituent. These identities are held to the same requirements and policies as other Phi Kappa 
Tau brand marks outlined in this manual. A one-color black treatment of these identities should use process black, not rich black.

Leadership Academy

Pantone® 354c
CMYK 81/0/92/0
RGB 0/177/64
Hexadecimal #00B140

Presidents Academy

Pantone® 2736 c
CMYK 97/95/0/0
RGB 30/34/170
Hexadecimal #1E22AA

Volunteer 
Development Institute

Pantone® 266c
CMYK 76/90/0/0
RGB 117/59/189
Hexadecimal #753BBD

National Community 
Service Event

Pantone® 298c
CMYK 67/2/0/0
RGB 65/182/230
Hexadecimal #41B6E6

Regional Conference

Pantone® 172c
CMYK 0/73/87/0
RGB 250/70/22
Hexadecimal #FA4616

REGIONAL
CONFERENCE

VOLUNTEER 
DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTE

PRESIDENTS
ACADEMY

NATIONAL 
COMMUNITY

SERVICE EVENT

LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY

PRESIDENTS
ACADEMY

NATIONAL 
COMMUNITY

SERVICE EVENT

LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY

VOLUNTEER 
DEVELOPMENT 

INSTITUTE

REGIONAL
CONFERENCE
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Good to Great 
Retreats

Pantone® 718c
CMYK 0/74/100/8
RGB 190/77/0
Hexadecimal #BE4D00

Building Men of 
Character Retreat

Pantone® 339c
CMYK 84/0/59/0
RGB 0/179/136
Hexadecimal #00B388

Mark of Distinction

Pantone® 130c
CMYK 0/32/100/0
RGB 242/169/0
Hexadecimal #F2A900

Volunteer Certification

Pantone® 7451c
CMYK 46/23/0/0
RGB 137/171/227
Hexadecimal #89ABE3

Convention and 
Conclave

Pantone® 187c
CMYK 7/100/82/26
RGB 166/25/46
Hexadecimal #A6192E

CONCLAVEGOOD TO GREAT
RETREATS

VOLUNTEER
CERTIFICATION

MARK OF
DISTINCTION

BUILDING MEN OF 
CHARACTER RETREAT

CONCLAVEBUILDING MEN OF 
CHARACTER RETREAT

MARK OF
DISTINCTION

GOOD TO GREAT
RETREATS

VOLUNTEER
CERTIFICATION
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FOUNDATION IDENTITIES

Brotherhood Fund

Ewing T. Boles Society

Heritage Society

Brothers Trust

Chapter Educational Grant Fund

Cornerstone Campaign

In addition to the Men of Character Program identities, the Phi Kappa Tau Foundation operates several programs 
and initiatives that fulfill the mission, vision and core values of Phi Kappa Tau. These identities may not be 
distributed for general use by the public or membership.
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GRAND SEALS

Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity and Foundation maintains two historical marks. These grand seals 
should only be used on official publications. These identities may not be distributed for 
general use by the public or membership.
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PANTONE ®

Cool Gray 1c

CMYK 4/2/4/8

RGB 217/217/214

Hexadecimal 
#D9D9D6

PANTONE ®

431c

CMYK 45/25/16/59

RGB 91/103/112

Hexadecimal 
#5B6770

PANTONE ®

Black 6c

Phi Kappa Tau has developed color palettes for use in print and digital communication. Phi Kappa Tau’s primary graphic identity colors are  Pantone® 
Plus Series 187c, Pantone® Plus Series 431c, Pantone® Plus Series Cool Gray 1c, Pantone® Plus Series 199c and Pantone® Plus Series 130c. 
Pantone® Plus Series 199c and Pantone® Plus Series 130c are intended to serve as accent colors and should be used sparingly.

A set of gray shades has been selected to complement the primary color palette. Understand that the colors shown in this resource are simulations of 
the Pantone® colors listed (either using RGB for screens or CMYK for print) and may not precisely match the Pantone®-identified color.

Primary Color Palette

Shades of Gray Palette

PANTONE ®

187c
PANTONE ®

199c

CMYK 0/100/72/0

RGB 213/0/50

Hexadecimal 
#D50032

CMYK 7/100/82/26

RGB 166/25/46

Hexadecimal 
#A6192E

PANTONE ®

130c

CMYK 0/32/100/0

RGB 242/169/0

Hexadecimal 
#F2A900

PANTONE ®

Cool Gray 2c

CMYK 5/3/5/11

RGB 208/208/206

Hexadecimal 
#D0D0CE

PANTONE ®

Cool 
Gray 
10c

CMYK 40/30/20/66

RGB 99/102/106

Hexadecimal 
#63666A

PANTONE ®

Process 
Black

CMYK 0/0/0/100

RGB 39/37/31

Hexadecimal 
#27251F

CMYK 100/79/44/93

RGB 16/24/32

Hexadecimal 
#101820
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Two typefaces have been chosen to represent the Phi Kappa Tau brand. These typefaces are Gill Sans Light (sans serif) for body copy and Goudy 
Old Style (serif) for headline text. Gill Sans UltraBold should never be used.

While these two primary typefaces are recommended, there are two alternative typefaces that may be used. Phi Kappa Tau recommends Times 
(serif) for headline text and Verdana (sans serif) for body copy. However, all attempts should be made to use the primary typefaces—Goudy 
Old Style and Gill Sans. When publishing on the web or email, Verdana (serif) and Times (sans serif) should take the place of Goudy Old Style 
and Gill Sans.

Headlines should be set in title case and utilize either Goudy Old Style Regular, Gill Sans Regular or Gill Sans Semibold. The weight may vary 
based on the length of the headline. Do not use other typefaces in place of what is outlined in this guide.

Gill Sans
Gill Sans Light
Gill Sans Light Italic
Gill Sans Regular
Gill Sans Italic
Gill Sans SemiBold
Gill Sans SemiBold Italic
Gill Sans Bold
Gill Sans Bold Italic

Goudy Old Style
Goudy Old Style Regular
Goudy Old Style Italic
Goudy Old Style Bold

Primary

Verdana
Verdana Regular
Verdana Italic
Verdana Bold
Verdana Bold Italic

Alternative and Electronic

Times
Times Regular
Times Regular Italic
Times Bold
Times Bold Italic
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CONTACT

Staff, Volunteers and Friends of Phi Tau
The Communications Department at the Ewing T. Boles Executive Offices is responsible for managing 
the Fraternity’s identity and is available to respond to inquiries regarding its use. Feel free to contact the 
Director of Communications.

Ewing T. Boles Executive Offices
c/o Communications Department, 
5221 Morning Sun Road
Oxford, Ohio 45056

communications@phikappatau.org
(513) 523-4193 

Trademark Licensing for Vendors
Affinity Marketing Consultants regulates the use of the Fraternity’s name and identifying marks 
for the purposes of selling merchandise and other items. To become a licensed vendor, please visit 
greeklicensing.com or contact Affinity Consultants below.

Affinity Consultants
5751 Palmer Way Suite G
Carlsbad, CA 92010

(760) 734-6764






